Literacy

Music

Maths

This term we will be writing a report on The Great Fire
of London. We will use non-fiction texts and the
internet to source information. We will be reading,
writing and performing poetry with a pattern.
We will be learning how to write a diary entry and also
looking at different dragon stories and creating our
own. We will write a set of instructions and follow
them to build our own rockets.

In Music we will sing, dance and
act to produce a Great Fire of
London performance. We will also
learn to play London’s Burning on
an ocarina.

In Maths we will continue to focus on our number skills
through:

Computing
In computing this term we will use the features of an
ICT graphics package to explore our ideas and to
identify ways to develop and improve our work. We
will be studying online safety and digital literacy. We

Fire



Addition and subtraction.



Multiplication and division.



Fractions.

Science

In Science we will identify and compare the suitability of
a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal,
plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard for particular uses. We will look at the materials Tudor Houses
were made from. We will also be looking at living things
and their habitats.

This term in PE we will be building on and advancing our
gymnastics skills. We will also be creating and
performing our own Chinese dragon dance.

In History we will be studying The Great
Fire of London. This will include reading
diary entries from Samuel Pepys and discovering how the fire started and the
damage it caused. We will be looking at
Tudor houses and comparing them to
the houses we live in today.

Number and place value.

The children will continue to take part in the Times Table
Challenge which requires them to learn their x2, x5, x10
and x3 off by heart.

PE

History



Geography
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In Geography we will study pictures of
London in the past and in the present
and ask ‘How has it changed?’ We will
draw pictures to show how places are
different and write comparatively to
show the difference.

This term we will study the Belief in God
and the bible and look at how Christian’s
care for God’s creation introducing
ceremonies of commitment and belonging,
We will read stories about St Cuthbert
and his influence.

D&T
This term we will be
making and evaluating
our own rocket. We will
also be designing, making and evaluating our

